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He was always immediately surrounded by a crowd of people.  

This was not only in Somerland but also everywhere else in the world.  

David had become an icon all over the world. Even famous singers and movie stars had 
to step aside for him.  

No one was as popular as David.  

If anyone dared speak ill of David in public, there would be immediate outrage and even 
a fight.  

David could only stay at home and not go anywhere.  

If he went somewhere a little more crowded, he would be surrounded by people.  

They would ask him for photos, autographs, and contact information.  

More often than not, they wanted to be his disciple.  

David could not teach others.  

He was still an amateur himself.  

He only got to where he was today because of the system.  

It had also been revealed that David was the owner behind East League Capitals.  

David planned this revelation.  

He was now the strongest man in the world.  
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However, the catastrophe was still a sword hanging overhead.  

It could drop at any moment.  

He could not relax yet.  



Now that David had reached his current strength, he had to take responsibility.  

The confirmation of the owner behind East League Capitals sent their reputation 
soaring.  

Numerous companies flocked to East League Capitals to get in touch with them.  

They would accept any offer-no matter how harsh, just to work with East League 
Capitals. Many companies would even offer a third of their shares  

to East League Capitals for free if they asked.  

This was just so they could get in touch with David.  

East League Capitals was committed to a fair partnership. It was almost always the 
partner who profited more.  

After all, David’s goal was not to make money but to  

spend it.  

It also made many people happy that David had won.  

If Bourne had won, the whole world would suffer from the Chris family’s bullying.  

East League Capitals began expanding quickly. Besides that, they were building 
branches all over the world, regardless of the cost.  

David would invest in whoever reached out to East League Capitals.  

He even paid more.  

It gave people a better impression of East League Capitals.  

In only one week, East League Capitals had invested in thousands of companies, and 
the list kept growing. David’s lavish points had also soared for the first time in history.  

David was amazed at the speed of its growth. After spending more than a week with 
Celia, David planned to leave quietly. He first returned to South River Province to meet 
Aunt Sally and Aunt Diana.  

Then, he needed to see Pearl.  

She had been the busiest person during this period.  

David asked her not to work so hard and leave everything  



to their staff, but Pearl just refused to do so. She probably thought it was the only way 
she could help David.  

This was what made her valuable.  

If she lost her value, how would she be qualified to stand beside David? 
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